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BACKGROUND

Multiple regression
state agencies, and
it Is used to establ
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analysis (tIRA) is a tool used by many assessment
jurisdictions,private firms in the valuation of real property. Briefly stated,ish the coefficients a, in an equation of the form

ESP
= o + l

X1 + B2 X2 + -- + B X

where ESP represts the estimated spll4nn --- a

- ty

- ' pi ¡LC UT a property and the X1 are propercharacteristics and/or functional
combinations of property characteristics The MRA

technique is applied to a set of sales with known
property characteristics to obtain

the B, which in turn are used to estimate the selling price of a designated set ofparcels of Property.

This valuation technique can be used as thevalue or it can be used in
conjunction withrable sales analysis or the cost approach.

sole method of estimating a property'sother valuation technlques. as compa-

In describing this technique to potential users, a number of questions are frequently
asked. They include:

What data elements are required to make PIRA work?

What data elements would be needed in my Jurisdiction
How many terms are there in a model?

How many models are needed?

How many sales are needed?

These are pragmatìc questjos It is the purpose of this paper to offer answers to
these questions based on the

Company's experience in developing MRA
models that were used to value on the order of 725,000 residential parcels of Property
on projects in New Hampshire,

Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, North Carolina,

ISouth

Carolina, and Texas. In all, saine 86 models developed by several Individuals in
valuing eleven

Jurisdictions were reyied in Preparing the Information provided
herein.

TUr er

Iu1!°huuI
Later in the paper, results will be given in the forni of property

characteristics
Utilized to develop

regression based value estinîates. Recognjjo must be given to
a simple fact.

The factors so described can only be a subset of those initially
I considered. The Company utilizes several data collection

instruments, but for the
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most part, they contain similar Information. A typical set of characteristics collectedis shown in Exhibit 1. Exhibit 2 Is a sample property record card showing the codingstructure and layout of the characteristics of Exhibit I. Most of the items are self-explanatory; however, it should be mentioned that COU Is an overall rating relating tothe condition, desirability, and usefulness of a residence.

It is from this or similar starting point that the observations of this paper arema de.

THE VDELrNG PROCESS

To develop tIRA models, the Company either uses backward stepwise regression analysisor constrained regression
analysis, a variation on the backward elimination

technique.In constrained regression analysis, some subset of the
regressloncoefficients areconstrained to fall within certain limits for pragmatic valuation reasons. One suchreason Is that there may not be sufficient sales information to develop a regressionmodel that takes into account the contribution a detached garage has on the estimatedvalue of a residence In a rational manner. This and similar problems with otherproperty characteristics (pools, patios, decks, carports) are frequently encounteredin regression modeling. The Company's approach to this problem is to specify thatcertaf n data items must be in the model and that their coefficient must fall within

certain supportable bounds1.

Assuming that a computer-readable file of sales and property description data has beencreated, the modeling process involves several steps, including:

Varlab transformations

Specification of variables to consider for regression.

SpecificatIon of coefficient
constraints.

Exhibit 3 will serve to Illustrate some of these points. It shows the variablesconsidered for regression and shows the constraints placed on certain coefficients.Exhibit 4 further describes the variables of Exhibit 3. The fïrst variable listedis TOTLND which stands for total land value which has been estimated by an indepen-dent appraisal method. Note that the constraints on the coefficient for TOTINDforce the coefficient to be brought in with a value of 1.0. this, In effect,meansthat the independent land value estimate will be used in developing the total valueestimate for the parcel. The variable AGE*SF stands for age (in years) X square feetof living area, where age is a derived variable calculated by subtracting year builtfrom the current year. The correspoixting model is shown in Exhibit 5.

It can be seen that of the original 27 factors considered, 24 were brought into orforced into the model. Where reporting results In this paper, If a factor is in amodel, constrained or otherwise, it is considered as a valid value predictor.
(1) A Companion World Congress paper entitled "Use of Constrained Regression Analysisby Non-Statisticians" by the author gives more detail an this technique.
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RESULTS

As was previously stated, 86 models used in eleven different jurisdictions were review-
ed in compiling the results to be reported. Exhibit 6 provides a suirriary of general
information regarding the number of parcels valued, the number of models used, the
number of terms in a model, and the number of sales used in developing the models. From
this exhibit, several useful observations can be made:

In smaller jurisdictions, two to five modéls. tend to be used. The two largest
jurisdictions had 22 and 28 models.

The number of sales in a model ranges widely. As few as 118 were used. Many were
in the 200 - 400 range, and only one model (author's review) utilized over 1,000
sales.

The number of sales In a model Is, somewhat smaller than might be expected compared
to models developed in the 1970's. This Is due to the fact that in many juris-
dictions, the number of sales available In 1980, 1981, and 1982 isa much lower
percentage of the parcels to be valued.

The number of terms in a model ranged from five to 36, with 20 being a typical
number.

The model with only five terms in jurisdiction 2 was developed using RCNLD as one
of the factors. Thus, the figure of five terms is artificially low. The model
was developed for large, high quality homes where direct modeling of the usual
property characteristics proved less satisfactory. The model with seven ternis in
jurisdiction 8 was developed for a group of parcels where the parcel was being
acquired on speculation (the value was In the land), and the building description
had less influence than typical on property value.

The quality of a model can be judged by several measures. The statistic used most
frequently by Company model developers is the ratio of standard error of the esti-
mate to the mean selling price expressed as a percent. The author reviewed this
statistic for jurisdiction 9 in Exhibit 6. The ratio ranged from a low of 5.5%
to a high of 22.5%. The median was 9.7%. Examining the extremes, the low ratio
was formed from a model with a $2,095 standard error, and a $37,873 mean selling.
price. This model was developed on newer, modestly priced homes. As expected,
the model should be accurate in this housing category because the market is well
understood by both buyer and seller. The high figure was the result of a standard
error of $3,659 and a mean selling price of $16,268. This model was developed for
older (1929 average year built), low price housing. In absolute terms, the
standard error Is reasonable. It is the older, low cost less homogenous housing
that traditionally has been the more difficult to value accurately by any means.
A $3,000 variation from selling price is a high percent if the selling price is
in the $10.000 - 20,000 range.

The model shown in Exhibit 5 is typical of the models developed in jurisdiction 9.
Although not shown, the mean selling price for this model is $45,928. Using the
standard error $3,792 as shown, a figure of 8.3% results. The point is that with
models having 16 - 25 terms, a 10% ratio of standard error to mean selling price
is a reasonable expectation. Better performance can be expected for models
developed for the more homogenous properties. Higher ratios can be expected on
the difficult to value less homogenous properties.
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To describe the corrinon thread in market data, the frequency of use of a descriptor in
the eleven jurisdictions of the sample group will be used. The results are compiled
in Exhibit 7.

Ifa variable was used in any model in a jurisdiction, it was counted. Thus, Ifa
variable was used in all jurisdictions, the count will be eleven. Also, when a
variable such as the number of fireplaces Is listed, It could have been in the model
directly or a derivative term such as the square root of the number of fireplaces may
have been used. No attempt to make a distinction was made because the major idea of
the paper is to identify data that needs to be considered for collection prior to the
modeling process. Later on, certain frequently encoúntered data transformations will
be identified as helpful to prospective model developers.

Coninents on Exhibit 7 include the following:

The most frequently used descriptors for valuation purposes are really quite
logical - sin, number of baths, age, etc. -

The less frequently used descriptors are utilized In exception or unusual areas.
They should not be ignored, however. For example, view and waterfront factors
appeared only once, but when they were in the model, their coefficients had a
large Influence on value.

Neighborhood variables do not show up very fre4uently. The Company's procedure
Is to geographically delineate neighborhoods as a part of the overall valuation
process. It is a manual procedure that is performed prior to modeling by
experienced appraisers. Each parcel is, therefore, identified as belonging to
a specific neighborhood.

As part of the modeling process, neighborhoods of similar characteristics (e.g.,
age, size, sèlling price, style) are combined into "valuation areas". It Is on
sales from a valuation area that the regression models are developed. Thus,
neighborhood would tend not to be a variable In the prOcess

With reference to Exhibit 5, It can be seen that the structure of the model is
quite simple. Most variables are straightforward such as the number of full-
baths and pool area. Certain factors are usually weighted by (multiplied by)
square feet of living area.

In the model shown - grade factor, age, air conditioning, no heat, date of sale,
and CUti rating are brought Into the model in this fashion. An intuitive notion
of why this is done can be seen in the air conditioning example. By forming the
product AC*SF, where AC is O or 1, the influence of air conditioned area is being
brought into the model rather than its existence or nonexistence. Experience has
shown that this is a better value predictor than the unweighted term.

In conclusion, there are great similarities In the model structures encountered. With
the wealth of modeling experience, the Company has been able to make the process more
routine and has begun the transfer of the modeling process to appraisal oriented
personnel.
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